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Introduction
“Two groups of warm, living, breathing human beings…KIDS and TEACHERS.
These are the real ROOTS of writing.” Marjorie Frank
English 409 is a course that enriches the creative writing student and the
community. Students gain knowledge about service learning and about teaching, specifically instructing young writers in creative writing. Students then
engage with the local community to assist young writers in creating original works of fiction, poetry, or literary nonfiction. These texts are critically
examined, revised, and eventually included in a public reading and a print
publication, Creative Writing in the Community.
The core values and objectives of this program include:
1.) Engagement/immersion with the community. We believe a relationship between Ball State University and the larger community is
important.
2.) Teaching is a rewarding process, as a person and as a writer.
3.) We believe creative writing is very significant, especially to young
writers. Creative writing allows for linguistic and conceptual development. Writers are sensitive to the world, to themselves, to the
power of language. Writing is stimulating. It causes joy and personal
growth. Creative writing develops the entire person. Creativity is
enriching for the individual and society. It is important for children to
receive poetry and stories, but also to make their own!
Directors from our community partners—Storer Elementary, Boys & Girls
Club of Muncie, and Motivate our Minds—gave presentations to the class
at the beginning of the semester. Students then chose their writing partners
from the respective agencies. After initial visits to become acquainted, the
Ball State students began focused “lessons” on creative writing techniques.
During these visits, they used the writing guide, Rip the Page, to engage
the younger writer in a creative writing exercise. The Ball State student also
concentrated each visit on creating an original manuscript—poem, story, or
essay. Free-writing, exercises and activities, drafting, peer review, and finally
editing resulted in the works in this collection.
All participants will receive a copy of the publication. This publication
includes the community partner’s text and another original, personal text
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written by the BSU creative writing student. In the poetry, fiction, and nonfiction presented in these pages, you will appreciate how the writers applied
the elements of craft equally to both the individual works and the work of
the community partner. Through this course, and their endeavors throughout
the semester, students have voiced discoveries about their own personal world
and more importantly, discoveries and insights into worlds and lives much
unlike their own. To put it simply: In their role as teachers, the students have
learned. We also feel the community partner learned about the fascinating
art and science of creative writing. And here, as a result, are many wonderful
words.
Enjoy.
							Sean Lovelace
							English Department
							Ball State University
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My Imagination is....

Martez Allen

in collaboration with kyree shockley
My imagination is a bolt of December like a shark through water.
My imagination is a dash of Tuesday that soars like a dragonfly in the trees.
My imagination is a slow tiptoe of future that never ends.
My imagination is flat of red handprints praying for my dad to get out of prison.
My imagination is the pendulum of my heart that swings for my dog.
My imagination is top-heavy like an elephant that sits on my hands.
My imagination is a rose of gladness that put smiles on faces.
My imagination is an almond of sunny toddlers munching on crayons.
My imagination is a pistachio of thumps that jogs nervously.
My imagination is a platinum of tacos that shine in Mike Epps’ eyes.
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Jimmie and His Lost Bike
There was a little boy named Jimmie, and he had a special bike. He got this bike
on his fifth birthday from his dad that he’d never seen before. See, Jimmie’s father
was a secret agent and left shortly after he was born. So once his big gift arrived, he
promised himself that he would ride that bike every chance he could. And everyday
Jimmie rode his bike, then put it in the garage in his special spot.
One day he went to play with his bike and it was gone.
“Oh my gosh! Where did I put it?” said Jimmie, panicking.
He ran all over the garage, rushing to find his bike. Jimmie looked under the car, on
the shelves, and in the corners, but he couldn’t find it. He decided to go to the one
person who knew where his bike would be: his best friend, Jackey.
The next day he went to school and saw Jackey in class. He went up to her and said,
“My bike is missing. Have you seen it?”
“No, I haven’t. What happened?” asked Jackey, worried.
“I went to the garage to play with it yesterday and it wasn’t where I put it,” Jimmie
said.
“Why would I have it?” Jackey asked.
“You’re the only one that knows where I put my bike,” said Jimmie as his voice
began to rise.
“That doesn’t mean I took it,” Jackey exclaimed as she crossed her arms across her
chest.
“Well who would take it then?” yelled Jimmie.
“I don’t know, but we’re best friends. I would never do that to you,” Jackey pleaded
as tears begin to fill her eyes.
“I don’t believe you, so I guess from now on we’re not friends,” Jimmie spat.
Jimmie stormed off and went to a different seat in the class, far away from Jackey.
They didn’t say another word to each other for the rest of the class period.
During lunchtime Jimmie, still upset about his missing bike, went up to a group of
kids and started a nasty rumor about Jackey. The rumor spread all over the cafeteria
so fast that it got back to Jackey before lunch period was over. When Jackey over
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heard the things Jimmie said about her, she ran from the cafeteria crying and went
searching for her older brother Michael. Jackey spotted Michael coming from the 5th
grade computer lab. She ran to him and buried her head into his chest.
“What’s wrong, Jackey? Why are you crying so hard?” asked Michael.
Jackey told her brother about the fight she and Jimmie had in class earlier that morning and how he spread a rumor about her to seek revenge.
“I swear I didn’t take his bike, brother! Promise!” Jackey sobbed.
“Not to worry, little sis. I’ll handle it,” said Michael as he walked Jackey to her next
class.
After school, Jimmie had to take the school bus home since his mother got caught up
at work and couldn’t pick him up like she usually did. Jimmie got on the bus and was
walking down the aisle looking for a place to sit when suddenly he got pushed from
behind and fell face first into an empty seat. He turned around, and to his surprise
Michael was standing over him.
“Why are you messing with my little sister,” Michael said while clutching his fists.
“She took my bike,” Jimmie yelled, raising up off the seat.
“No she didn’t. She doesn’t even have a bike!”
“Well she was the only one who knew about my bike and now it’s gone!”
“That doesn’t mean she took it and since you don’t know for sure, you shouldn’t say
bad things about her that aren’t true.”
“Both of you, find a seat away from each other right now or I’m kicking you off of
here,” ordered the bus driver.
The bus ride home was awkwardly quiet for Jimmie and as soon as he saw his house,
he hurried to the front of the bus and got off. He rushed through the front door and
walked in on his mom having a conversation with Mrs. Miller, the mother of a boy
named Max in Jimmie’s science class.
“Yeah, I went into the garage this morning and I saw this bike. I asked him how he
got it and he said he won it in a raffle for school,” explained Mrs. Miller.
“Hmm. Well he must be one lucky boy then, huh?” said Janet, Jimmie’s mother.
Something seemed very fishy about the story Max told his mom. Jimmie didn’t
remember there being a raffle this year and was certain that he had to go over and
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check out Max’s new bike. So he dropped off his bookbag, put on his play clothes,
and headed for Max’s house.
Jimmie arrived at Max’s house to find Max sitting outside with his new bike. When
Max saw Jimmie walking up to his front door, he took off running. Jimmie began to
run after him and finally caught up with Max before Max tried to close the garage
door.
“Where do you think you’re going!” yelled Jimmie.
“I’m tired. I want to take a nap,” said Max, backing up from Jimmie.
“I heard you got a new bike. Funny how you got one the same night mine up and
disappeared. I saw the bike, Max, and it looks exactly like mine! Why would you do
such a thing?”
“What’s it to you anyway? You always get what you want. I see you riding that bike,
showing it off to the other kids in the neighborhood. Well, I’ve never had a bike and
since you get everything you want anyhow, I figured you could get a new bike,” said
Max.
“That bike means something to me. It’s from my dad. I’ve never seen him and that’s
the first gift he ever gave me. You can’t just take stuff from others assuming that they
have it all, because I don’t. All I have is that bike, Max,” said Jimmie in tears.
Max felt terrible for what he did. He assumed Jimmie had everything but he understood that it gave him no right to go off and steal things from people.
“I’m sorry Jimmie. I didn’t know,” said Max.
“You didn’t ask either,” Jimmie said and ran outside to retrieve his bike. He rode it
all the way home and to his surprise saw his mother waiting for him in the garage.
“I see you got your bike back,” said Janet.
“How did you know it was gone? I didn’t tell you.”
“A mother knows. Plus it’s not that hard to notice a missing bike.”
“Yeah. Well, Max took it because he thought I had money to buy a new one. That
hurt my feelings, Mom.”
“Oh. So he made an assumption and hurt you just like you made an assumption and
hurt Jackey. Yeah I know about that too.”
“You do?”
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“Yes. Jackey’s mom called me right before you came in. I couldn’t believe what she
was telling me. You can’t just go around making assumptions and reacting off those
ideas. You will wind up hurting someone and having to back track and do too many
apologies,” said Janet, hugging Jimmie close to her.
“I got to make it up to her, Mom, but what if she doesn’t accept my apology?”
“Don’t assume. Just hope for the best.”
The next day Jimmie went to class with a box full of Jackey’s favorite candies. He
waited for her to come to class and when she did, he was at her desk ready to apologize.
“These are for you. I know it doesn’t take away what I did to you yesterday but
I wanted to say I’m sorry. I found out Max took my bike after all and not you. I
should’ve believed you,” Jimmie said with his head hanging down.
“It’s okay. I forgive you. I found out what my brother did to you on the bus. I’m sorry
for that too,” said Jackey, opening up her box of candy.
“Aww Jimmie! They’re my favorites,” said Jackey, beaming with her smile so bright.
“Yeah, I know. We are best friends. I’m supposed to know these things,” said Jimmie.
“So does this mean we’re friends again?” asked Jackey.
“Yes it does. I don’t ever want to fight like that again,” said Jimmie.
Jimmie went back to sitting in his regular seat right next to Jackey. Everyone seemed
to have learned a valuable lesson that day. It’s better to ask and seek the truth than to
assume.
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Thoughts by Nature
I miss you
How old are you now
Doing good in school
Told Mom to sign the papers
Come up there and see you
About how tall are you
Do you still have hair
Sending you some pictures
What do you eat
How have you been
Call when you get the chance
Do you smoke
How much longer until you’re out
Do you fight still
I do from time to time
Must have gotten that from you
I’m moving in a while
Asked Mom could I move in with you
No answer yet
How do you dress
Thought about getting a tattoo
Mom said I can get one when I’m 14
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Would you let me get one
How old were you when you got your first tattoo
Getting two hundred dollars from Mom’s taxes
Sending you some money
Waiting for your call
		

Love your son,

			Martez Allen
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Dear Defeated,

kyree shockley

Just because no one has been fortunate enough to realize what a gold mine you are
Doesn’t mean you shine any less
Just because no one has been smart enough to figure out that you can’t be topped
Doesn’t stop you from being the best
Just because no one has made this race worthwhile
Doesn’t give you permission to stop running
Just because no one has shown up who can love you on your level
Doesn’t mean you have to sink to theirs
Just because you deserve the very best there is
Doesn’t mean that life is always fair
Just because others may look down on you as peasants or lost causes
Doesn’t mean you’re not already royalty
Just because your situation doesn’t progress on your time
Doesn’t mean you need to change
Keep shining
Keep running
Keep hoping
Keep praying
Keep being exactly who you are already
Complete.
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Being Content With the Journey
I used to write stories about our relationship
About what I wanted in you
I had a list of must haves so you could be easily identified
(Tall, dark, fine, educated, sense of humor, good family, nice car, great job, great teeth
And know the Lord for their self)
With these handmade tools I went on the hunt
And after a voyage of
Sorta-kindas, maybes, good-for-right-nows, and great potentials
I came up empty handed
Even in the midst of my desolation I
Continued searching
I
Converted, camouflaged, and disoriented myself into
What I thought would be a perfect match to your
Carbon copies
I called this
Undercover work improvement
It stripped away at the person you
Would call the love of your life
This mission became void
For I was lost
Forlorn with the images of the could be’s
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Should be’s
Would be’s
With what was already tailored
Thoughts of you had me spellbound
Delusional from the illusion of what you ought to be
What I wanted you to be
Instead of what you were
But I turned on my GPS
God’s Positioning System
And He redirected my journey
He placed me on a never-ending trail of desire
For Him
I no longer made the search for you my life’s motive
I found the t r i p
To the person who I was meant to be
Far more enjoyable
Instead of spending years on
Crafting, sculpting, and molding an imitation of you in my mind
I began to build the fortress that I get lost in
Daily
This stronghold was built with bricks
Inscribed with the Lord’s words
I found refuge in this fort
Only with a journey of your own will you find
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My heart there
I’m thankful for the moments to come with you
The intimate conversations shared amongst one another
Knowing I was made
For your heart
I already love you though
Our paths have not yet been crossed
Until your GPS takes you to the destination of me
I will continue the preparations of becoming a
Woman of grace
Just access your GPS
I’m worth the trip.
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Magic Fridge
A silver and gold box
I can pull out frozen yogurt
flavored ice cream.
Mint chocolate chip apples
and Japanese chicken wings
from B-Dubs, hot.
When I get thirsty,
I reach inside for a
Blue Jolly Rancher Mtn Dew
and for dinner, I get greasy
gizzards and gravy with a TV
and CSI Miami Marathons
for days.
At school, I show my friends
my lunch of steaks and chicken
fingers floating in gravy
on biscuits, and wash it down
with a watermelon milkshake.
My friends send me away
To the principals office
because I’m too fancy
for them.
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Samuel Buchanan
in collaboration with Travis Campbell

Samuel Buchanan

The Duck Chessboard
The chess pieces quack
on duck chessboards
in pools of ducks.
the water rumbles
when ducks move
their feet and
the chess
pieces fall off
into the pool. The ducks
pile over the pieces
as they float
to the bottom.

The Band

The guitar goes boom while
the band plays. Excitement.
Florida beach with people
shouting and waving
their arms in happiness
with a pool of Jolly Ranchers.
They are happy.
The guitar is silver-like
black with a half-white moon
and six silver strings.
The drums pound.
The symbols thrill.
The singer screams
out to the people.
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The Jolly Rancher tree
In my backyard
there is a tree
with blue raspberry leaves
and watermelon seeds.
The tree was struck
by rainbow lightning
that smelled like sugar.
The colors are red, blue,
green with white roots
under the ground
like the face of the Joker.
Sometimes it grows
baked bean Jolly Ranchers
from cherry branches
as it grows grape bark
and stands on it’s green
apple stump.
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March is the Bomb
March is the bomb
that crashes into
my birthday.
We celebrate
10 years
of excitement.
My name is
Princess Tobias
with a diamond dress
and sparkly mermaid
shoes.
My parents bring
out my cake and
shove it into my face.
My nose is broken.
I have to go to the hospital.
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Stories with Darius
The neighborhood’s own
broken arm; old rusted limb
an iron antenna, reaching
for better reception
though static drip
drops from high wire
and soaks the brim
of his hollow head
as I sit with a fire in
the smoking driveway
that stains the cloudy street
with a second hand story
about happiness and the effects
of the internet on trees
and rusted ears
collect echoes of jazz
and occasional debates
of suburban owls
as the white cars oblige by
and by always, like the ghosts
of February and melted snow.
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Travis Campbell

Middle Children
The opposite of bread is a broken
collarbone and a scar on my brother
harsh, like an orange shade.
We sit by ugly lamps
listening to hometown radio,
police scanners and street names
Banta, Forsythe, King
pepper in our teeth
from eating marshmallows
and cottage cheese with our heads
pressed against windows crackling
with sleet, like the crow
told us in Petty Alley,
our own prophet
on a phone pole.
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The Line
We’ve got a son
of numbers
and plastic resin,
wearing dirty sleeves
walking in.
Also,
going to need
a bat,
holding a scimitar
on a bed
of Legos
and a basket
of quarters
tossed in the
ventilation shaft.
Coming back
are rocking chairs
covered in snow
but, The Lady
says they taste
like go carts
singing in
the summer.
She isn’t happy
on the fly, please.
Put down
one more son
frustrated
and spicy
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and bring
your questions
to the window,
make them loaded.
We’ve survived
a half dozen
Doomsdays,
I think we can handle
high school football
and baby showers.
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Miss Marigold’s
Grand Adventure

Anye’a Carter
in collaboration with Liz Janosen

Miss Marigold is a florist who owns her own store full of plants of every color and
texure. She makes beautiful flower arrangements for weddings and birthday parties.
One day, she decides to go find new wild flowers for her shop. So, she goes to the
Grand Canyon.
The Grand Canyon is huge. Someone could get lost inside of it if they really wanted
to. Miss Marigold thinks it is the most beautiful thing she’s ever seen. When she gets
to the beautiful Grand Canyon she sees five dirt trails that she can choose to walk on.
Trail One
Trail one is the vegetable garden where tomatoes and squash and broccoli are being
grown. Visitors can buy the fresh vegetables to take home with them in a nearby
store. When she sees the vegetables she realizes that she is hungry. So she sits to
enjoy a snack until she thinks she is full. When she is done she gets up to wander
around some more.
Trail Two
Next, she stumbles onto path two and falls into a patch of fruit. Grapes, plums,
peaches all surrounding her. She urges to eat more. She stuffs her face with whatever
she can find even though she is already full. Suddenly, she decides to walk down path
three in hope for wild flowers.
Trail Three
Miss Marigold doesn’t find any flowers but instead she finds an enchanted forest with
funny looking animals. She sees a gazion, which is a gazelle and a lion combined
into one. The gazion is five hundred feet tall and six thousand feet long but it has
very little hands. The gazion is playfully scratching the catfish, which is literally a
furry cat body and a scaly fish head. In the clear blue sky, she sees a beagal which is a
bird with eagle wings and head, but with a bears body.
After she is done roaming the forest she finds the sign that leads her to path four.
Trail Four
Miss Marigold walks on the trail and opens her tightly closed eyes. To her surprise,
she finds a disco dance floor in the middle of the Grand Canyon. It is a wondrous
sight. It was empty, but she could see all the lights from the disco ball reflecting off
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the canyon walls like a reflectometer. She can hear the beautiful music all around her.
All of the sudden, the dirt ground starts to rumble right under her feet.
Then, out of nowhere, a bunch of cacti appear and are ready to do the tango. This
is a bad idea for Miss Marigold because of their thorns. She steps on the dance floor
and while the other cacti are dancing with each other she searches for the tallest cacti
of them all. When they begin to dance one of the cactus’ thorns goes right through
her palm. She falls to the ground.
“Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!” Miss Marigold whines in pain.
When the cactus tries to pull it out of her palm he only makes things worse. More
thorns are now in her palm which makes her hand hurt even more. So, Miss Marigold pulls out gauze from her First Aid kit in her fanny pack. She pulls out the all
thorns from her own hand. It hurts Miss Marigold but she is happy that she doesn’t
have the thorns in her palm anymore. Then, the cacti begin to walk down the same
path they came from. A curious Miss Marigold decides to follow after them.
Trail Five
The cacti lead a still injured Miss Marigold to a valley full of wild flowers. Orange
flowers are growing in the beautiful green grass in the valley in the middle of the canyon. Miss Marigold is thrilled to finally find the flowers that she’s been looking for!
The cacti motions to Miss Marigold and then to the flowers meaning that she is welcome to take some of them after all. Then, the cacti plant their roots in the ground.
All of the sudden, they spray water all over the flowers like they are sprinklers in
someone’s front lawn. They give the flowers life. Miss Marigold is amazed at the
sight. She kneels down and touches the pollen of the flower. Instantly she feels a
tingle in her palm and unwraps the gauze. She finds that her hand is perfectly healed.
It looks like it was brand new. She is so overcome with joy that she grabs as many
flowers as she can. Soon, she has her own beautiful flower arrangement right in her
arms. It is more beautiful than anything in her shop.
She leaves with the fond memories of her journey. She will always love the Grand
Canyon and what it holds because she has learned that nature is a beautiful thing
that should be cherished. Before she heads home, she says to herself, “never underestimate the power of magic.”

The End!
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Max’s Magical Button Bag

Liz Janoson

Physicality
Max has frizzy curly black hair that stands on top of his head like a treacherous
forest of tangles you will never be able to escape from. He has a golden glow to his
skin from being out in the sun all day for his carnie job at the carnival. His yellow
polo shirt always has grease stains from hot dogs and sweaty armpits from the blazing heat. Max is a nomadic minimalist who keeps to himself. Except for his leather
magical button bag that Max guards with his life. One day, Max isn’t so indifferent
about everything but before we get to that character arch, I have to tell you some
other things about Max’s life first…
The Scene of the Carnival
Games are tucked in every nook and cranny of the blacktop which is always on the
brink of melting. The rides twirl and whirl and swoop and spin and fly as high as
their inventor will allow. When dusk creeps in, inviting neon lights wake up to excite
the nearby imaginers. The food stands have successfully attained a pleasant stench of
month old sweaty cheese topped with the grease of the savory elephant ears.
The children skip and banter about The Scrambler. Or the stuffed basketball they
want to win. Or the third cheeseburger they want to guzzle down.
The children’s nostalgic parents stand a few feet away thinking, “Back in my day….”
The birds eat the crust and the ketchup and the spilt soda pop left behind by the
messy carnival guests.
The carnies will hoot and holler about one of these things:
“For $10, I will tell you how much you weigh!”
Or
“For $1, I will guess your birthday!”
Or
“If you make three rings around a milk bottle, you will win a gold fish!
Max doesn’t like to boast about the prizes people could win because the truth of the
matter is the games are a rip off. He has much better prizes in his leather magical
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button bag. So, for now, Max leans against the beam of his shack waiting for people
to approach him.
The First Customer
She was a brat. Her parents were exhausted. She stomped her foot at her parents and
demanded that they make it less hot outside before the girl spotted Norman (Max
named all of the stuffed animals in his shack) a unicorn with an awkward looking
smile and big bug eyes full of curiousity.
“I want him Daddy!” she screeched with her demanding pointer finger.
“Don’t you have a unicorn at home already, sweetie?” asked the enabling mother.
“I don’t care. I want another one!”
Observational Max watched the exchange from his perch all the while making internal comments that, for the sake of structural pacing, don’t need to be included at this
time.
“How much for the unicorn?” the father asked.
Max replied, “Technically, you have to play the ball game, sir.”
“I get that. But don’t you see what I am dealing with?”
“Yeah, I do.”
“Will you just sell me the unicorn for two times your rate?”
“Nope. How else do you think she will learn?”
“You just don’t get it...”
I am sure you can only imagine the screams and demands and objections and, well,
just the overall brattiness that was spat from her mouth. Max was, of course, indifferent about the situation. But, for the rest of the day, he was proud that Max Senior
would never enable such behavior.
Max’s Father
Have you ever heard of the term army brat? You know, the child of an officer that
goes where he is told because the government tells the father who tells his family:
welp, it’s time to move. Again. The child[ren] end[s] up emotionally scarred in some
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way because they can’t form long term relationships. In later years, they will become
restless as a result of placelessness. This is a stereotype.
But, Max falls into this stereotypical category because he never played a simple game
of catch with his father.
Max Senior wore a ridged and wrinkly mask. It made him look exhausted and
ancient. Max Senior claimed that honor ran through his veins and into his beating
heart. The sense of placelessness settled into Max’s soul and chopped the small bond
between Max and his father into two evenly divided halves. The only survivor of the
separation was the fraternity button once owned by Max Senior which is now in the
possession of Max. The button is tucked away with the others in the magical button
bag.
The Second Customers
Some people just go to the carnival to stuff their faces with every ounce of food they
can get their pudgy hands on. The food stands are redundant; virtually carbon copies
of their almost twin five yards away. When their taste buds need a break they go and
visit the carnies. This couple in particular decided to grace Max with their presence.
“Baby, Imma win ya da biggest stuffed animal in this place,” said the man with no
neck. “Dude, give me twenty bucks worth of balls.”
Max obliged.
“Awh, baby, you is so great to me,” said the lady with barely there eyebrows.
Max watched as the man exerted his flubbery arm as he got every single baseball
into the hole on the back wall of the shack. They took ten stuffed animals. Max felt a
tingle of loneliness after his make-believe friends left him.
The Game Prizes
Half the time Max was shielded by the blazing summer sun. His weapon you ask?
A shack full of fluffy, cuddly, smiley, stuffed animals. Teddy bears. Unicorns. Bunny
rabbits. Ducks. Polar bears. Panda bears. Horses. Some of them are the appropriate
size for the dashboard of a teenage girl’s car. Others belong in their own corner of the
play room. He and the fake animals have a staring contest every day to pass the time,
because both parties know there are more valuable prizes.
The Magical Button Bag
It was a sorry excuse for a brown leather sack lined with fringe, making it look more
vintage that it already was. A paternal heirloom. It was holding on by the fraying
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thread that held the only stable part of Max’s life together. He treasured his magical bag by keeping it in his side left pocket of his cargo shorts. The buttons hold a
sentimental value that manifests itself into good vibrations that let you cruise to self
awareness. The jeweled broach glistens like dainty flurries in the winter time. If a
lady were to wear it, she would feel inclined to hold a tea cup with her gloved pinky
awkwardly extended in the air. The image of an eagle on the army medal has the
scent of warm gold as it represents honor, courage and loyalty. Therefore, it makes
any man that wears it a “real man,” according to Max Senior.
Of course, there are other buttons amongst the bag. Actually, here is the inventory
list:
1. The classy broach

4. The eerie cat on the crescent moon

2. The courageous army medal

5. The unbreakable fraternity pendant

3. The friendly ladybug figure

6. The rusted bottle cap button

Max has never thought about giving the buttons away. He believes they give him the
energetic drive to go about his day. They are precious objects like a flashing sign that
reads: symbolic heirloom. Max never wanted to abandon the hope of manufacturing
offspring to give the buttons to. But, deep down in the cobwebs of his heart, he knew
that the stories behind the buttons would never be told after his reign.
The Final Customer
There were two hours left until sundown, which meant that Max’s sweat would begin
to dry soon. He would be greeted by an epiphany before it was all said and done,
though.
The boy was an average seven year-old. His father was a distant man who seemed
to take little interest in what the boy said or did because he kept shifting his feet and
checking his watch.
“Dad, wanna see what my baseball coach has taught me?”
The father replied with a shrug as the duo walked up to Max’s shack. The boy spent
all the money in his wallet on three balls as a way to attempt to impress his disengaged father. In this case, the three chances didn’t impress his dad in the slightest, because the poor boy didn’t make any of the baseballs into the hole. Defeat was painted
across the boys face in the darkest shades of sadness.
“Want three more chances? On me,” asked Max.
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The boy nodded. This time, he made one of the three balls into the hole. If you
thought his dad was impressed, he wasn’t.
“Come on, son, it’s time to go home to your mom.”
From his perch Max watched as the son reluctantly followed his father in the direction of the parking lot as he channeled the energy that he believed was emitting from
the leather button bag. Without thinking Max abandoned his perch and caught up
to the duo. When he got their attention he reached into his pocket and fished out the
bag of heirlooms he never dreamed of giving away.
“I want you guys to have these,” said Max as he handed his father’s fraternity button
to the boy. “It was my fathers. It represents a strong bond with the people surrounding you.”
“Alright son, let’s go,” demanded the father.
“Wait. I have something for you too,” said Max as he handed the army medal to
him. “It will help you become loyal to the people surrounding you.” Max turned to
the boy, “Keep working on your throw. You will get the hang of it.”
And with that, Max turned around and walked back to his perch in hopes that the
father would teach his son how to throw a curveball one day.
Reader, I will leave it up to you to decide if that day ever does come.
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the Enchanted Cave

Austin Cook

in collaboration with Molly Miller
There are two friends that love adventuring, one of them is Finn, the human, and the
other is Jake, the magic dog. Finn and Jake live together in a tree house. They have a
game console named Bemo that they both love to play. Their favorite game is Super
Good Boys.
One day they were adventuring in a secret cave that their dad made for Finn. Their
dad made the cave for Finn to make him brave. Finn and Jake were at the very end
of the cave when they saw the Demon Blooded Sword. Finn wanted to take the
sword for himself. As Finn was trying to pull the sword out of the ground a demon
appeared and swatted at him.
Finn realized that before he could get the Demon Blooded Sword he had to defeat
the huge demon. But Finn could not defeat the huge demon on his own. He needed
Jake’s help. Jake used the hologram messages to help Finn. A hologram of their
father appeared and said, “You can defeat the demon.”
The message inspired Finn and Jake. Finn pulled the Demon Blooded Sword out of
the ground and stabbed the demon in the eye with it. When he pulled up with the
sword, the demon was attached to the end of it. Finn pulled hard on the sword and
the demon fell through a huge hole. The demon was defeated.
Before they could celebrate another demon appeared. This demon wanted his blood
back. Jake used one of the hologram messages where their father said a spell to defeat the demon. At their father’s words the demon burned and disappeared.
After the demons were defeated Finn and Jake went back to their tree house to play
video games.
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A Photograph in a gallery
A puddle
in the moonlight
Naked branches
reflected off its surface.
Dressed up in black and white.
A terrible work of art
a photo I could have taken
by accident
while tying my shoe.
Yet here it hangs
for all the world to see.
Someone will pay hundreds of dollars for it,
not knowing any better
or maybe they do.
A simple photo they could take themselves.
The sign below the photo reads:
Urine on the Street.

Remember
You slid out my bedroom window
afraid to use the front door
at the risk of waking my father.
We sat together in your car
snowflakes falling
melting on the steamy windshield.
We huddled together in the barn
waiting out the storm
singing on the tin roof.
You climbed the tall oak tree
outside my bedroom window
when my father banned you from the house.
Please remember.
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The Great Chase

Taylor Fletcher-Douglas
in collaboration with Jessie Fudge

The race started at the Great Wall of China.
Here the Indians were after me.
Every show and movie was after me.
Go, someone is passing me!
Rascals, little ones, were pulling my leg to slow me down.
“Eat them,” said the Indians.
“Avatar almost airbended me!” I replied.
The Amanda Show was trying to chase me, still in the TV.
Carly and Sam were surprised to see me since it was a TV race.
“Hi, Mom. Huh? I thought I was at the race.
All a dream, I guess. Oh well.”
“Seize them,” said the Indians. But I thought I was at home!
“Eyes open. It’s time for school,” Mom said. “Mom, I missed you at the TV race.”
		
“Honey, I think it was a dream.”

My Outsides and My Insides
My outside self and my inside self
are not the same.
My outside self wears formal clothes,
my short legs that don’t fit pants,
my tight shirts that don’t fit.
My outside is a sweet, innocent girl.
My outside gives too much stuff.
I force myself to do it.
My outside fixes people’s lives.
My inside is just an ordinary girl.
My inside is tall enough to touch the sky,
and makes me feel tough and strong.
My inside is very crazy.
Crazy and hyper. I don’t even eat candy.
My inside just wants to be me.
My outside wants to be my inside.
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Lion at the Market
The lion was at the supermarket and made all the customers angry. His long tail
knocked down the soup, and it went everywhere! But the lion just walked away.
Next, he went to get ice cream and left the freezer open. All the ice cream melted.
When the lion went to get eggs, he dropped all of them from his sharp claws! Then,
he went to the deli and took all the meat. The lion took the meat to the bread section
and made a sandwich right in the middle of the aisle. He then sneaked out of the
store without even paying!
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Remember Us

Jessie Fudge

I grow weary of lying here face-down in the dark waiting to be reunited with my dear
sister. As the turns tick by, my slick back is always overlooked by the two opponents,
the two gods that have turned our fates into a game of recollection. I can hear the
slapping of paper on wood as they turn over all the cards around me: the Two of
Clubs, the Ace of Diamonds, even one of the ludicrous Jokers that snuck his way
into our Memory Game. But not the Red Queens. We are forgotten. I can feel her
presence across the table, but it is not enough. My reign over Hearts feels pointless if
I cannot be reunited with the blood diamonds that glisten under her regal Q.
All I can do is wait as my soft white cheek remains pressed against the coarse wood
of the table. Every time the desk is rocked with the excitement over a match, the
grains rub deeper into my perfect flesh. But this slight discomfort is nothing compared to the pain of our separation. We have been apart for more days than I can
recall, more games than can be tallied. If we are lucky in a game of poker, a perfectly
dealt hand will place us together in a beautiful pair. And coupling us in Go Fish will
earn our gods one point and us pure bliss as we are nestled together at last.
But we spend more time in the deck than we do in the hands of players. Though the
deities can be cruel and unpredictable, at least with them we have a chance. In the
deck there is usually only loneliness and separation, our many subjects a barrier that
our inanimate forms cannot breach.
The Two of Clubs is overturned again, and I can feel vibrations rattle through the
mahogany as the goddess’ voice booms with joy. A single battle has been won as she
wages war with her opponent across the table, but the Twos of Clubs and Spades are
far from casualties. Their torment is ended as they are brought together, but ours will
continue. I cannot understand how the lowliest of peasants can be rescued before
their rulers. In this Memory Game, royalty counts for nothing in the eyes of the gods.
We can all be sacrificed. My useless golden crown grows heavy as I continue to wait.
I feel a light stroke against my back, a caress almost as gentle as her’s. The hand of
a god has touched me, and for a few moments I am allowed to see the world again.
My face is permanently looking left, as if I predicted she would fall there within my
range of vision. From where I lie I can see her blue back sparkling as a harsh light
from the heavens gleams off the two cherubs riding bicycles. A tiny scar marks her
spine, a sword wound acquired in War from the King of Clubs. I wait with bated
breath as the deity’s fingers drift ever-closer to those angels. There are so few cards
left now that only a cruel trick of fate would keep us apart.
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Finally, she is overturned, and I am allowed to see her beautiful paper face again.
She looks just as I had seen her last, with a rose in one hand and a fan in the other.
Though a smile does not adorn her pale lips, I know she is happy to see me from the
longing in her onyx eyes. We are placed together until the end of the Memory Game,
and those minutes are pure pleasure. The last few matches fly by without our notice
for we are too wrapped up in each other’s embrace, and when the end of the conflict
arrives we do not even care who the victor is. As long as the gods leave us together in
peace, we shall worship them until we are worn and frayed.
Finished with their sport, the deities place us side by side in the deck. The once
dreaded place is now heaven with The Queen of Diamonds enfolding me in her
imperial robes. For once, no gods or peasants shall separate us.
But just as we settle into our long-awaited embrace, the deck is shuffled. Her polished
arms slip from around my waist as she is pulled toward the heavens. She is replaced
by the Five of Spades, his spikes now digging into skin already raw from its recent
loss.
Our torment has commenced again.
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In The Hallway

Imani Edmond
In Collaboration With Rebecca Jackson

I remember the flagmouth people
just like it was yesterday
I remember hearing
the mummified mousetrap
just like a rainy day
I remember the mirror drizzle
that dazed you in a second
I remember the tentacle heads running
around in excitement
I remember a tubamouth crazyrocket that zoomed
passed you in the hallway
I remember the silly tinhead kids
that always have something to say
I remember the Mona Lisa art that stared
at you when you walked by
I remember the Thinker
starting to cry
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Why Time
Why time, why did you go by
so fast?
How come some people say
we can save you, time?
Hey time, when did you
start, and how
did you get cousins
like minute,
hour,
day,
week,
and month
Hey time, can I talk to you
with an hour, it will only be
a minute?
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Magic Rainbow Carrots
Magic Rainbow
Carrots, Magic Rainbow
Carrots something you’ll
want to try.
Step right up,
step right up they’re magically
divine.
You’ll love them
you’ll love them, I promise
they’ll be just fine.
Try them try them
they’re magically
divine!
First we have cheery
berry red,
it gives you strength
of 1,000 lions.
Next we have orangey
orange, it makes you
fly like superman–
you could be a hero.
Then we have lemony
yellow, you could have
a tribe of lemonheads
start a war against
war heads.
Then we have
lovely lime green,
it gives you
a power of a leprechaun–
you could make
a pot of gold.
Also, we have
blue raspberry,
it will take you
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on a Louis Armstrong adventure.
Indigo–
you could have a lifetime supply
of skinny jeans!
Violet gives you
the ability
to have a unicorn.
Last but not least,
is white
the best colored carrot
of them all:
it gives the ability
to make rainbows!
Then you could slide down them.
Wheeeeee!

My Planet
My planet is so sandy
you can make sand castles
as homes!
The weather’s so nice, you can kinda see it
from Earth.
I love my planet. It looks
like a blank, giant penny.
My planet
has half-gravity
so you can choose
if you want to be
on the ground
or not.
I love my planet, so visit it!
It comes in peace!
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Addled

Rebecca Jackson

There’s a
babybirdtwitchinghead trying
to navigate my neighbor’s
overgrown lawn
(littered with deflated
ghosts of grocery bags,
stifled cans and
an orphaned sock)
burdened by wings so
underripe they make me
(To stay in the nest is to never know whether
the sky is a blue egg
shell,
waiting to be cracked
open,
waiting to bloom a
wet and wickedly clever
beak
and its audacious
triumphant)
cry.
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This Poem Not Tested on Animals
Ideas are powerless mice
with the heart
of jelly-filled donuts.
Gooey, they stick
to the walls of the mind
like children cling
to the sides of a slide,
too scared to fall
low
through
the maze of synapses
they must leap across,
tunneling like horses,
tragically scarred
by the fraying logic
behind false fire alarms
and the wisdom devoid
from treadmill runs.
(Our mazes attempt to link work
with reward. While the amazing
universe unjust
laughs in her lab coat,
weighing a proton
heavier than a thousand
electrons.)
Between
those leaps, we become lost
in our efforts to trace
the infinite gap
(there is no crosswalk) from what we know
and what we are certain
is built on a substant
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uncertainty.
Thus all our ideas
reach dead-ends,
when set
to explain how they
themselves came about,
but despite this defection of data,
they run
the wheel, until their tails slouch.
(And if that
were their last squeak, then
the data could be trimmed
and arrayed,
we’d write careful notes
on the side: Short-lived,
but cute
in their own little way.
But, no
like sobbing trick candles, they burn
out and have
the untactful gall
to return.)
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A Play
I suggest a fairy tale
The very youngest guinea pig
Fairy tale love
Deadly danger
Oh Dear!
A fairy to tale
One thing was clear
After this introduction
Into their heads
They were doomed
To fail

Chapter Nine
A sewer rat I drew
Up
From out of the blue
“Relax”
It said
“I don’t feel like grinning
At a loser”
This was a lady rat
Probably a fighter
“I’m Karen Graywhisker
Of Generation K”
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In Collaboration With Kyle Royse

Mauree Garrett

Your Opinion
Is on my mind
Why is it?
You ask
You and I
Are
On my mind
Okay?
No more buts buddy
You will smile
Of course
You’re always afraid
Of The Professor
And Brewster
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andre´ renee´ roussimoff
was The Giant. He was as tall
as a grizzly bear. And as big
as a Chevy LUV (a really small
truck in the 70’s, but really
really big for a human). If he were a candy bar
he would be a King Size, even though I don’t
think kings are much taller on average. If a state,
he would have been Texas, or depression. I hear
that can feel expansive. Maybe Texas depression.
If he were a microwavable dinner then
he would have been Family Sized. Not because he
could feed a family, but because he is the
same size as the average family. But
if he were a microwavable dinner, then he
probably would’ve fit in a school bus
and never would’ve discussed cricket
with Samuel Beckett, in his pickup, while bouncing
along France’s country roads
stirring dust like the memories
of childhood heroes.
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Kyle Royse

You’re Invited
Pack your bags
and snag your
toothbrush, we’re
going to the rock
quarry, abandoned
long ago. The most water impossibly
deep and likely sterile. Full of
curious snakes, who’ve
earned the right. At the
rim on the west side,
the edge drops into the water,
bluer than a pair of skinny jeans,
we’ll see a pile of broken
statues. I don’t know their
origins, possibly
the abandoned children of
The Thing from the Fantastic Four.
He will not submit to a
paternity test. At night,
we’ll set up a tent and
play chess with the chipped faces
of angels and lions as the
lantern light brings
them to life.
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Amazing Bats

Jeffrey Hawkins
In Collaboration With Zach Arnett

Awesome creatures.
Most people hate them, but they
Are very nice!
Zach likes bats, too! If
I didn’t like bats I wouldn’t write this!
Not gross!
Graceful!
Bodacious creatures!
Awesome!
Testing!
Super!

Light, The Awesome Horse
Light was the best horse in all of eternity! He would have been able to talk if he
didn’t breathe fire! Every time other horses challenged him to a race he would win
because his hoofs are made of lightning!! He could eat more than 1,000 warthogs a
week! He could hear 1,000,000 miles away.
One day the animals ran out of food, so they sent out Light to find food! On his
travels he came upon a witch with tears in her hat and seams in her hair. She had
two big warts on her face that had hairs in them. She had 1,000 big fangs that would
shred anything that came near. She had a big, bald, bulgy, wide mouth with a purple
tongue.
She offered Light a deal- to trade his powers for eternal food for him and his friends.
He took the deal and POOOOF!!! He was back with his friends and he ate dinner
(which was not a lot).

Zach!!!!!!!!!!
My friend Zach once found a treasure map under his porch, so he followed it. He
went across deserts, over oceans and over rooftops! Until one day, in the middle
of nowhere, he found it- a solid 5,000,000 karat gold chest! When he got home he
opened the chest and found $5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.00 and
the Sword of Newtron. He also inherited magical powers. He was the luckiest person
alive! He eventually defeated the Lords of Evil that are so evil they could disintegrate
without touching it! But Zach had the sword of Newtron and destroyed them! He got
the Key to the Universe and lived happily ever after.
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Poem in Praise of Abraham
Lincoln’s Melancholy

Zach Arnett

Slice of a phone pole against
the corn. Rachmaninoff ’s fingers.
Haunted though a ghost. And
well yeah the past hasn’t even
passed, but it’s accrued interest.
A slab of maroon ledger on
the shelf, totally warped.
Back from the War Room, he’d
say Dark, Dark everywhere. But
he still read in it. Ate in it.
Awoke next to Mary. In the dark.
His own “profoundest gloom” or
whatever.
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Quietness Poem
Alyssa’s quiet is a sock, which she
dabs in acrylic then flings at the canvas.
She has a technique I don’t
follow. It’s sling-shotish.
That’s just the word. Me, I stomp
my foot on the wet paint then scrounge.
Sprinkle salt then rub. She paints
a villa with sponge bits. Teaches
kids how to make fake apples shine.
Says to paint them black, since why not?
I reach my hand out of the door
for the mail like a shut-in.
She’s sprinkled Ibuprofen
on the painting and let’s them stick.
She’s calling it Aspirin.
Ha!
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My Favorite Sport

Mariah Hendricks
in collaboration with Madison Jones

I like to bump the ball and smack the ball
and serve the ball and it’s a fun game
you can play with a lot of people. You help pass the
ball and smack the ball and serve the ball to them.
You can jump over the net and
coaches coach.
You wear a uniform
that is your team color.
Mine is red, black, and white.
Red as the wall.
Black as the TV.
White as a piece of paper.

Talking to My Best Friend
What I did was hang out with you
and we were being bad as usual.
I’m going to the club and
I went yesterday but I was
hanging out with you in
school and out of school.
I was doing some of my homework and
you know the rest : )
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My Messy Words
Waddled padded sky.
A sky that is waddling and padded.
Run triangular turquoise.
A triangle that is turquoise running.
Sail bronze globular.
A bronze globe sailing around.
Canter pointy azure
A canter that is pointing azure.
Strawberry wavering skip.
A strawberry that was skipping and wavering.
Branching pistachio amble.
A pistachio branch with an amble.
Kelly jutting zip.
Kelly jutting a zip.
Planet almond pendulous.
A planet that has almonds on it with pendulous.
Lumber top – heavy
Lumber that is heavy that is at the top of a mountain.
Peacock chubby trot.
A chubby peacock with a trot.
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My Fall Adventure
It was warm and cold outside.
Its almost time for school.
Its time for our girls to put our dresses away.
Get ready for a school day.
For you can meet new friends and old friends
and see people that you miss.
And that’s my fall adventure.

j
In the middle of
shy and friendly.
The middle of big and skinny.
Small shoes.
Big pants.
He wears tees and
jackets over tees.
Blonde hair that
is straight and short.
He is a strange
stranger.
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Tribal Mask

Madison Jones

Habitually livid with white slit eyelids. Rest the hand. Rest the hand. The hand arrests
the jaw. Ajar his jaw. Become the ancient and then tent the ain’t. Ajar its flip flap and
pinch the corners. “Oh” we say. Every moment is always realized.

My Tender Button Q
A key cornered by a cornered key. Replaced by others like it and boxed in. Down by
an A and right like a W. We all say “Aw” we all say “Aw”. Infrequently visited and
we all say “Aw”. Accusing fingers cued to and from the top and bottom to cue the
replacement of your Q. They cue you. They cue you, but they never Qu.

Epigraph
Let’s laugh at your chicken scratch made from the double tap of the skipped spaced
little one. Bump the dead on the way to the arcade and shun it. Then we can begin on
page 3 and read the first line and pretend it’s not the sixteenth.

A Gap
A film of miniscule bubbles expelled
the only breath they could release
over a plate pattern of floral hearts separated
by pink tulips.
Little curls of green commas rest
below each bulb,
two each opposite from one another.
Assumption would dictate that
they are leaves or stems,
but
they lay detached
from the pink flowers
that hover above them.
Were the tulips meant to be seen
as cut
or did the artist miss the gap
as something for
the eater to fill in
with his own narrative to the floras’ fate?
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A plate pattern designer must often question
his role in the China business.
This would be my narrative.
That place is the worshiping spot of all the citizens that want to get rid of cracks in
sidewalks. The people have spoken and they are tired of the mockery of imperfection
that is forced upon their walking surfaces. For too long they have been forced to stroll
down the cement walkway that looks like it is cut into blocks. Some say that these
ruptures of ridicule are in fact a statement against the citizens that drag their feet and
that the cracks are there to make said people trip. That is only the common folklore
that is told to the children.
It is the children themselves who are in danger of these splits of sin. As they ride
their bikes down the sidewalks every time they hit a crack it causes their speed to
decrease by an average of .000039 seconds per minute. This is a total of .00195 SPM
lost every fifty cracks. Children are showing up past curfew by an average of 4.9
seconds because of these calamitous crevasses. This causes their mothers to cry and
their fathers to beat them with their folded belts, that are wearing thinner and thinner
day by day causing an increase of belt sales amongst the suburban areas. Cows are
being slaughtered by the thousands to keep up with the demand of the patriarchs
punishing their kids at such a rapid pace. Meat industries can’t keep up with the production of oversupplied of beef and it all goes bad within only a few weeks.
Without proper beef anywhere within the country, all the southerners and celebrities
that aren’t vegetarian immigrate to other countries in the hopes of just getting a simple loin cut from time to time. The economy collapses because the farming industry
goes under. War is declared on America and the country is taken over by China and
Russia within a matter of days. Border deals are done but will never be clear and
eventually both countries will fire on each other over who gets Mount Rushmore and
who gets the world’s largest thermometer. This battle over knowing the temperature
from great distances will lead to the ignition of the US’s hidden oil reserves under
Pensacola, blowing up half the country and killing millions. The blast ruptures the
Earth’s crust down to its core and creates the world’s biggest divot.
Thousands will come see the divot and regard it as the biggest unnatural wonder
that the world has and will ever see. People will admire the deep depression so much
that an extremist cult will form who will want to sacrifice themselves into the molten
core. They will jump in with explosives attached to their chests in hopes that the explosion of the world will lead them and everyone on Earth to be one with the core’s
warmth. The Earth will explode and we all will die. All because the city was stingy
with its concrete.
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Time Travel

Austin Mumpower

in collaboration with Jace Harlow
The day goes by creeping like a turtle. It trudges stubbornly on as a mad tree growing
since the century. By the time I notice the red clock that holds time I cannot believe
that it is the end of the day. It was a fast flash zooming as a race car, or a rabbit race
in a mile. The only reason is that I closed my eyes for a long sixty minutes.

120 Hours

Everyone else hates Mondays
I like Mondays
But when it comes to Tuesdays
I can’t wait until Friday

A Magic Tree House
Throwing multiple violet water balloons, icy cold
Like a slushy feeling
When they hit on impact
It makes a humungous splash
Like the fruit loops in the bowl
Climbing to the roof is as exciting as meeting Superman
When I want to be alone
I just climb the ladder
Plop an echoing seat
Wind blowing in my face, so ice cold

Black Creatures
We are ants
My class and I
My teacher is the gunner ant
He makes us walk down
The crumbly dirt hall
There are bits falling on my class line
Everybody following like monkey see monkey do
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A Shadow on the Sun

Jace Harlow

The kite was free. It dove; it flew, circled with elegance, and arched its back with a
ripping hiss at the boy, changing the mood of the midafternoon sun. Rarely in his
time did it not grace the skies with its taming of the clouds. The flame orange, neon
green, and night black plastic caught the wind effortlessly when he stood downwind
from his father’s shadow. The boy did this for fear that the sheer force, turbulence,
would lift his father from the desolate field filled with bones of fallen acreage and
drag him into some far off place like Mexico. He’d learned about the place in a
school book.
Son! Come hold on to the strings! The father called to the boy asking this improbability
while the wind whipped a dirt clod on its flattened back. The kite buzzed and paused
in the sky as the grown man beckoned the boy to take hold of the reins. He walked
in reluctance up to his father. Both their eyes focused on the horizon together, tracing
the nimble toy with the sun’s rays lighting the object’s shadow. The taste of dirt
marooned itself in the boy’s mouth as the wind shifted, and he wondered how that
kite could stay up there so long and not come down. It had no fear, though it was a
mere object. Its flight was desire. Its courage, its freedom, the defying of gravity was
a concept he didn’t know, yet he understood it plainly that afternoon.
As long as the father held the strings, the kite would continue to soar. His broad
hands were the wings; his arms were the skeletal sticks that extended the plastic
folds that captivated the wind. His eyes cleared a path for the toy as it cut like a
blade through the air. So smooth. So agile. So simple. When the boy took the time to
appreciate how it all worked together as one it resulted in the creation of something
angelic in nature, but barely above his childish dreams. The boy moved closer as
the giant before him smiled in unison with the cry of a crow in the distance, and he
nervously darted his eyes to his father’s hands. The man bent down next to the boy’s
ears. Plant your feet son, and whatever you do… don’t let go. He had moved around the
boy, protecting him from his smallness. His hands still held the strings, but they were
a level above the boy’s now.
Open your hands, and hold tight. I’ll help you get started. The boy opened his clenched
fists anticipating the roughness of the man’s hands accompanied with the mangled
wrappings of rope. A brief whiff of pure air rippled through the boy’s body as he
sucked it in through his nostrils. The strings were in his hands with his father’s
grasping his own. He could feel their weight, and the object at the end of the strings
insulting him as he tried to hold on. The strings went limp for a second and snapped
back causing the boy to lose his grip. His heart skipped a fluttered beat and his left
hand lost control, but the giant surrounding him was quick and corrected what the
boy did. It’s ok. Just hold on.
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The kite painted the sky in a colorful blur. The right hand above the boys pulled back
and the kite followed right. The left pulled back and the kite followed left. Their
hands eased to an even state causing the aeronautical toy to suspend, midair. He was
doing it. Making it follow his soft hands. The boy looked down at his hands and they
were the only pair in front of him. His father stood a few steps behind him. Nice and
easy son. Fear had been replaced with the gentle flapping of birds’ artificial wings.
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Times
I’m sitting in a broken chair
thinking of when it’s my time
to go. But still wandering
like a street cat
through my rough and
dirty struggles sitting
in darkness in an alley
this anger inside of
me. My collar eats my
mood inside and out because
my mood doesn’t fit me
being angry, scary, and
alone. I don’t know
who that is.
This mean cat
inside of me can’t find
its way home.

Ty’Jairese Nevings
in collaboration with James Morrison

Day At My Lake
As water drips and
drops, the frog jumps and
hops, the logs sway along
down the lake. As the
cold brrr water
I make from splashing falls
the buzzing bugs buzz all day.
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Tense
Thoughts don’t have time
to settle when you dig shallow
Write carefully here
The paper is nearly worn
through from the constant
pressure from hostile erasers
A mind changes between words
Marks the page with graphite bruises
Scabs over thoughtful revisions
While the pencil works through
another layer of notebook skin
Be sure to pick at your hair
with the eraser tied to every thought
Erode the canvas till it breaks
through

Combo Special #7
Bad fried rice like yellow pebbles
with teriyaki eggbits resembling the sun
in my lap dimmed by gray cloud spectacles
I stare at the dish until I can eat
These mornings I don’t want
creeping through my windowsill
always trudge in with the sunbeams
and remain sulking in corners all day
Early rising steam from glistening rice
out of the window it’s lifted
back into the hovering cumuli
to seed and fall back down as
canola snowflakes, szechuan winter
like the five months before it
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A Jason Connery
Adventure

Sam Powell
in collaboration with Brent Smith
I

There once was a young man named Jason Connery. He lived in the peaceful little
town of Bloomsbury. An odd president ran the town by the name of Xavier O’Neal.
Jason had been working for the government for thirteen years. In those thirteen years
nothing went wrong, until one day when Jason went to visit the president. He felt
honored and even a little nervous to be in Xavier’s presence. He had almost pushed
open the door when he heard the president muttering to himself under his breath.
“Oh I just simply can’t wait until I get my hands on the ICBMs! This poor little town
will be put out of its misery by the sheer touch of those missiles! I just feel giddy
thinking about how this place will look after being changed into a nuclear test site!”
Jason was utterly bewildered! Bloomsbury? A nuclear test site? Impossible. This must
be stopped immediately. Jason ran all the way back to his apartment complex. In less
than a week Jason had come up with a plan to infiltrate his house and eliminate President Xavier. What Jason didn’t know was that surveillance cameras were constantly
monitoring the apartment complex. The president tracked Jason down and had him
arrested. At the trial Jason was convicted for attempting to penetrate Xavier’s house
and eliminate him. Jason was screaming that Xavier was planning to launch a nuclear Armageddon on the city, but people thought he was loonier than the president.
No one was allowed to bail him out. After five years of solitary confinement Jason
was finally let out of jail, only to find that Xavier had made a torture chamber for
criminals called the “Five Floors.” Anyone who can complete these five floors will
be promised freedom. In order to save his town from being destroyed, Jason must
complete the torture chamber and stop the Armageddon.
II
Jason was injected with a sleep serum, removed from his cell, and thrown into the
five floors. When Jason woke up, he found the first floor was called “DOORS!” It
was a huge maze with doors everywhere. It took about ten minutes to find his way
out. He went through a long, dank hallway decorated with fake skeletons. He found
the right door immediately. When he got to the next floor he was surprised. It was
called “Jump and Run Boyee!” This was going to be tough. He only had small pegs
to jump on. To make things worse, there was water everywhere in a pit beneath the
pegs. About twenty-seven falls later he made it to the top. There was a cake that said
“victory cake” in icing. After traveling further along the dank passage, Jason found
the next floor. It was called “Swim Boy, Swim!” There was a large pool in the middle
of the room, and an airlock door at the end of the room. Luckily, Jason was good at
swimming and knew a trick or two. He turned around, shut his eyes, started running,
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and jumped in. He began swimming furiously. In thirty seconds he made it to the
airlock door. The next floor was called “If You Want Cookies, Finish the Floor!” “I
do want cookies,” thought Jason. The floor was a pathway with a series of spinning arms that would knock Jason into a water pit. Jason was determined to get the
cookies, though. He closed his eyes and ran as fast as he could down the pathway. He
didn’t know that he had cleared the floor until he ran into the plate of cookies and
knocked them over. “Dangit! Well, cookies can wait,” he thought.
III
Jason went through the fifth and final passage. It was called “The Floor is Lava.”
There was lava everywhere! Thirty minutes of hopping and carefully mantling the
scattered objects around the room he had five burn marks, but he made it. He burst
through the final door and found himself staring into Xavier’s eyes. He ordered
two guards to pin Jason to the ground. He was pinned in three seconds flat. Xavier
laughed and laughed explaining how Jason was going to witness the destruction
of Bloomsbury. Xavier couldn’t have planned for one thing, however, his crippling
ADD. Jason yelled, “LOOK A PONY!” while pointing just behind Xavier’s head. “A
pony?! Where?!” Xavier screamed. This gave Jason enough time to tackle Xavier and
the police swarmed in and arrested him. After Xavier was taken away, Bloomsbury
awarded Jason by making him the new president.
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A Meeting of Thieves in
the Organic City

Brent Smith

The space; neither full nor empty
Without shape
Organically mechanical
Colored of rotten honeydew
Smelling of dark Autumn
Skyscrapers of vine and exotic molds
piercing the cream orange sky
Two featureless figures perch
like stone myths cold
Their dialect
not any language
but all language
at once like sirens
A figure shifts
Movements neither rigid nor smooth
Deliberate as ink spilled from well
It speaks:
They can’t possibly understand
what is to come
The other figure bows saddened
It chirps the all-language
But they did it to themselves
how couldn’t they see?
In an instant
it had been decided
The weak and weary
and rich and poor
and young and old
flooded the flakey
golden patina gates
that held the city
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Her Best Friend Me
I saw her there –
in a dream
on a city bus
Her hair the stark
muted tones
of an Autumn
Indiana morning
We’ll call her –
Autumn
for lack
of a better
name – I guess.
thoughts
of better times
sparked behind
her eyes
I could tell
Was one of her
better ones
In the snow
With her best
friend me
and no more
than just that
I saw her there –
as Indiana
blurred by like
Pollack or Picasso
in motion, just
behind us
On that city bus
The one her
father drove
for some reason
At least
a concept
of her father.
I can’t be sure
I have not met him.
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I saw her herein a dream
on that cold
Indiana morning
Still I
in my own
mind failing.
She giggles
As if to say
„Yeah right“
Or „dream on“
The irony is not
lost on her
She and her
conceptual
father fade
to iridescent shades
of blueish red
or was it
Reddish blue
I couldn’t quite recall
As the bus
Neat and troubled
Became my bed
On a blurry
Indiana morning
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A Truck’s Life

Andrew Privett

in collaboration with Brent Holden
We begin a long time in the future, like tomorrow...
We are in Lego Lucas Oil Stadium at Lego Monster Jam and the champ is going to
be announced any minute. But before we get to that we need to start at the beginning.
We need to go back 18 years.
A truck begins as new Legos and is made into a monster truck that has training tires
and will grow into the big monster truck tires when it is ready. Kie is the monster
truck’s name. He is two years old when he finds out that his dad is champion. Kie
knows he must follow in his father’s tire tracks.
Kie practices a lot. He is up at dawn and stops at 11:00 PM. It takes him 16 years.
That means Kie is 18 years old when he goes to practice at Truck World which is a
place that trucks play truck games and they practice dancing and freestyle and they
eat gasoline sandwiches and drink oil shakes and smart cars are candy. He finishes
training in truck world and he goes back to Lego Monster Jam where they say that,
yes, he can now compete.
When Kie gets home he finds that his dad has been taken to the scrap yard because
he has kicked the car bucket. Kie knows now more than ever that he needs to win for
his father and mother. Kie comes in 2nd in his first Lego Monster Jam event. He goes
on to freestyle and hears that he is third to go on. His name is called and the crowd
goes wild.
He pulls out to his music: “Rain Forest Noises.” He hits a bump and then another
little bump and then he gets bonus time and gets big air and does a donut and then a
flip. He has the lead.
When he gets back on his tires he hears AC/DC’s “Thunderstruck” and out pops his
long lost brother and he does his freestyle and gets 2nd place. Then he hears “Bad to
the Bone” and out-drives his cousin who ties for 1st place.
This is where we come back to present day, like tomorrow...
The announcer asks the crowd who should win and they go by the loudness of the
crowd and Kie wins it all. Then Kie gets married and they build a little monster truck
and Kie gets a call from The Tank in the truck army.
One year later he comes home a free truck to defend his title and celebrate with his
family and a baby truck on the way, but that is another story...
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Rattle

Brent Holden

I stare at the wall,
edge to edge,
with carefully painted alabaster
faces watching back.
They blush with secrets,
and with shame.
I know they can’t see me,
know they can’t see me,
but still I hold back every blink,
praying that they never look away.
Behind the house
a train runs against the rails
rattles the plywood-aluminum walls,
and the faces dance with me.
I laugh, and they dance with me.
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Jennifer
“I love this time of day.”
the street lamps, warm
against the sky,
cooling to black.
“It’s just beautiful.”
and it was,
like steady flames
on oil.
I found something
in that dry, empty stairwell.
Something more
than echoed stories
of fathers, of friends.
Something more
than paper cup earl grey,
fingers stained
with pizza grease
We headed back off
with walk and talk stargazing,
a rarity for the dull eyes of Muncie.
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Fruitwood Road
Grandma would take me
in the summer,
with a bag of stale white bread,
to feed the ducks
at the pond down the street.
But I preferred feeding the robins.
They didn’t fight over the bread,
like the ducks did.
They were watchful
but patient
and didn’t seem to mind
splitting a heel between friends.
After I had emptied my bag,
gone home with it
crushed into my fist,
the robins lightly returned
to grass bed rummaging.
It’s winter now,
and while the birds are gone,
and the pond has glassed,
the snow still falls
like feathers.
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Bricks and Honey
Standing outside of the library,
the snow against the red wall
is sharp.
The flower beds,
a twisted mess
of ice and bramble.
I miss the bees, buzzing,
dancing,
turning nectar to sweet syrup.
A lone bird perches on the building.
I wonder if he was left behind.
To him, watching me from that high crest
must be like watching water roll.
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Cloud and Spider

Damarion Walker

in collaboration with Andy House
A cloud said to the spider he wanted eight legs, too. The spider said he wanted to
soar like an eagle. The rainbowbird sent them each two wishes. They each traded
bodies, and they both had one wish left. They used it on riches and gold.

Red
Red moves like a cheetah.
Born in October.
Takes me to Paris, France.
Likes daytime.
Wishes to be a human.
Hidden behind purple.
Isn’t a vibration,
isn’t a wall, table, or floor.
His friends, orange and yellow.

DogfIghts
Brown, hairy, funny.
Runs the
lifeboat
barons.
He likes
lifeline
factories
and perch. He runs on a
treble
at the gym.

Ode
The word “Ode”
you got to say
kind and generous
in words that fade
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The Corner Store
We went to the corner store
to buy some Juicy-Juice.
Then we saw some lady
in the back of a caboose.
She said “Shoo-shoo,
little kids, I don’t need you.”
So we walked back in the door
and bought some tile floor.
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Photograph of Thomas Marshall
Feeding a Squirrel, 1914

Andy House

These days, Marshall’s house is a quaint mausoleum in Indianapolis.
His neighbors include President Benjamin Harrison and that guy
who played Uncle Remus in Song of the South.
Surely they wave hello to each other every morning, their bones creaking
as they water their flowerbeds and pick up the newspaper.
It’s a friendly neighborhood, a dream realized in death.
The squirrel’s probably a homeless ghost – a bushy-tailed Jimmy Hoffa,
packed under a few clods of ever-piling dirt in some forest
where he curled up to shake hands with death.
And if we wanted to exhume his grave, to verify that this was the lucky
squirrel who received a peanut from the 27th Governor of Indiana,
we’d be at a loss. Squirrel Forensics is but a blossoming science.
The peanut’s the longest gone in this whole equation. A century ago
it plopped back into the earth, and the squirrel went on his way.
I doubt he would even remember where it happened.
But maybe the remnants of that peanut, soaking into the glacial soil
of backwoods America, fertilized a flower. Maybe a little girl
plucked its stem and placed it behind her ear.
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Meaning
is what I gave the poem
on its birthday. I spent two whole weeks wrapping
it in velvet and sweat, then fixed a nickel-store
bow to the box. I thought it looked pretty
important.
The poem put his delicate little girlyhands over his heart and let his chest
heave. But I could tell he was faking it,
tilting his chin and letting his pupils droop.
Three weeks later, I went to the store for
some shredded cheese and band-aids,
only to see the poem at the customer
service desk. I watched, teary-eyed, while
he returned the meaning for store credit.
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Dr. Frankenstein

Duke Williams

in collaboration with Janine Penner
On a mystical island, there is a town small and tall where all kinds of scientists live.
Millions of people live there. The weather is always warm and tropical, and the
inhabitants love to play sports and activities in their town. This town is very big, and
the special thing about this town is a lot of the scientists who live here are the ones
who create superheroes.
One of the scientists in this town is named Dr. Frankenstein. He lives with his family
– his wife, Mrs. Frankenstein, and his two kids, Elmo and Dorothy. His hobbies are
playing sports with his kids, particularly Cricket, and doing what scientists do in
laboratories.
Dr. Frankenstein’s favorite part of his job is to work with new technology. Secretly, he
gets a thrill from working with dangerous chemicals.
But one day, Dr. Frankenstein began to work on a chemical, and tried to take it back
down to his laboratory after showing it to a colleague. Before he could reach his laboratory, he accidentally spilled the chemical all over the floor. But instead of staying
on the ground, the chemical began to spread all over. It began to get into the air and
the water. People’s pets began to die. People couldn’t breathe, and had to wear gas
masks. A special shelter was built underground, and people had to go there to live.
After a while, people started to come back up and breathe the air, and were okay.
They could go back into the water and the fish and look for food. They were able to
go back to their jobs in hospitals and factories. Students were also allowed to go back
to college.
After a while, Dr. Frankenstein found out that people were strong enough to withstand the chemical, but plants and animals weren’t. Frankenstein worked really hard
to create a chemical that would help them withstand the poison. But after a while, all
of the dead animals and plants started to come back as ghosts.
You can imagine how this would have affected the townspeople– imagine walking
down the street and suddenly coming face to face with the ghost of a goldfish!
Dr. Frankenstein still had a problem – what was happening to the plants and animals? He didn’t know. His colleagues didn’t know. He went home and had a tea party
with his kids and their baby stuffed animals. As he drank his tea, he started to realize
something that smelled funny in the air. Something just didn’t feel right. So he went
to his laboratory and created a smelly deodorant just like laundry detergent. This was
to save the animals and plants, but the experiment did not work.
Back in the past, Dr. Frankenstein had a schoolmate who was his very best friend.
They had a science experiment and both did the same thing, except Dr. Frankenstein
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did the experiment a little bit better than his friend, Dr. Diabolical. Dr. Frankenstein
got first in the science fair. Dr. Diabolical was very frustrated and threw a tantrum!
Dr. Diabolical and Dr. Frankenstein are now archenemies. Dr. Diabolical wants to
create a weapon that can kill all the plants and animals that live on the island in order
to make them be extinct. He hates everything, which is why he wants them to die.
Dr. Frankenstein sipped his tea and turned on the evening news. To his surprise, Dr.
Diabolical was on the news. He was making an announcement:
“I shall be the most evil person ever! I shall kill everything! No one can stop me! And
I won’t tell you how I’m going to do it – it shall be a surprise!”
All of a sudden, Dr. Diabolical went to the town where Frankenstein lived. He knew
about the plants and animals dying, and wanted to eliminate Apple, Dr. Frankenstein’s pet shark. He was convinced that nothing could stop him.
While Dr. Frankenstein and his family were out on a trip, Dr. Diabolical tried to
destroy everything before they got back. Apple was guarding Dr. Frankenstein’s lab,
and Dr. Diabolical snuck into the house. Dr. Diabolical swooped in, went to the lab,
typed in a special code, and went down to the laboratory. He stole all of Dr. Frankenstein’s gadgets and tools. Dr. Diabolical realized that Apple was a witness, and would
be able to tell Dr. Frankenstein what happened. He realized that he must destroy
both Apple and the laboratory. He planted a bomb under the ground beneath the
laboratory, and went back to the other side of the island.
He put all of Dr. Frankenstein’s gadgets together in a way that made them into a
bigger and better weapon.
All this time, Dr. Frankenstein was on a cruise trying to work on making a cure to
save the plants and animals and he had no idea that this was going on. He didn’t
find out about Apple and his lab until he saw the destruction on the news. He was
shocked at first, just speechless, and then he cried a bit. His kids were sad too, since
Apple was their pet. The whole family was devastated.
This told Dr. Frankenstein that Dr. Diabolical was behind the explosion. He and his
family commandeered the ship (politely, of course) and they made a big u-turn and
went back home.
They found that their pets were all okay, except for Apple. They held a funeral
service for him, and even his shark family came– hammerheads, tigers, great whites,
everybody.
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Dr. Frankenstein and his colleagues conducted an island-wide search for Dr. Diabolical, with Frankenstein’s pet rhinoceros, Bertram, and his pet dog, Archibald, sniffing
him out.
It took a full two days just to get onto the trail of Dr. Diabolical, and when they
finally did find his trail, they discovered him in his laboratory– his NEW laboratory–
building a new way to destroy the island and kill every living thing in it: a disease.
The police arrested him and he was sent to prison for the rest of his life.
Dr. Frankenstein used all of his potions to try and save the animals and plants of the
island, but he couldn’t help some of them.
Dr. Frankenstein and his family discovered that they had tracking abilities that were
unparalleled. Dr. Frankenstein and his family moved to America, and got jobs tracking down the long-lost pets of the rich and famous.
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..
For Dietrich Stunkel,
My Great-Great Grandfather
The twelve-year-old boy
Stands on the deck,
Clutching his mother’s hand.
She tells him that where they are going,
They will live
And never be hungry.
That boy grows
Into a straight-backed,
Blue-eyed,
German-American
Clinging to faith and wife and children
His treasures in a place
Where so little is his,
Terrified to lose them.
100 years later, the only things
His great-great granddaughter
Knows about him
Are his name,
His children’s names,
And the name of the village where
He was born in Germany:
Stöckse.
Shtook-sah.
It takes her a few tries before she can say it.
At eighteen, with Father, Aunt, and Uncle,
She will visit this
Shtook-sah,
See the red brick barns
And the hay fields
And be frightened
By a gray cat with
Fiendish yellow eyes
And see the home of
Dietrich Freiderich August Wilhelm Stunkel,
Her Father’s Mother’s Grandfather.
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The Women
She sits in her room
Her mouth forming the
Same guttural words
That the women said
Six generations ago,
“Vater unser, der du bist
im Himmel,”
Our Father, who art
In heaven.
Committing to memory
Both faith and history
Hoping for revelation
Of some small remnant
Of long-unknown family,
Who murmured those same
Guttural prayers in that
Small village between
Bremen and Hanover.
Her father talks of aunts
And grandmothers
Her mother talks of cousins
Women she has never met
But with whom she shares
A name,
DNA,
And faith,
She is told that she and they
Would have gotten along famously.
She knows that they adored
The same people she does,
But she is not old enough to know
(Though her parents tell her)
How they adored her infant self, too.
And someday
The people who know now
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Won’t know anymore
And it’s the fear of not knowing
That bothers her.
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